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Predictions for full life: Special Item Number:A12
The results of dasas and bhuktis are drawn from sub lord ship,
lordship, position of planets, aspects on the planets and their
conjunctions as well as the same from various divisional charts.
As the chart is done with a refined chitrapaksha ayanamsha, there
YEARLY FORECAST may be some differences in the beginning and ending dates. There
are several methods of fixing time scale like asttottari dasa, Kala
MONTHLY
chakra dasa etc., Out of these vimshottari dasa is found to be
more reliable. Since the native is born in the star Jesta 3rd pada,
FORECAST
vimshottari dasas begin with budha dasa. The transit of major
YOUR
planets, sani, rahu, ketu and guru are also used to see whether the
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results promised in the dasa/bhukti are magnified or not.
Astrologer cornered! Budha dasa: 07-02-1983 to 06-09-1987 Age: 0 yrs. to 4y6m: This
was a good period for the native. Good health and lot of
importance is given to her. She is very intelligent girl. This has
Moon sign & your
given a good start in life. She was brought up with all religious or
personality
morality. There was good incidents with father and grandfather.
YOGABHYASA:
Since budha is also the 3rd sub lord and also star lord of the 2nd
cusp, there were some incidents like sudden fainting, colic pains,
Yoga postures
leg pains and cold effects and at times, it was doubted whether the
(Asana s)
child would survive. Since budha is in the 12th in drekkana chart,
there were no birth of brothers or sisters during this time. The
Breathing
relationship with parents was good but there was some problem to
(Pranayama)
the father of the native. Either he was transferred to a far away
place or very busy. She did not enjoy much of happiness with her
Meditation (Dhyana) father during this dasa.
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Ketu Dasa: 06-09-1987 to 06-09-1994 Age: 4y6m to 11y6m: In any
chart wherever ketu is posited, the general inclination is lack of
interest. It is the period of introspection. The native will start
questioning the basic values. It is the time of searching for the
truth. At the tender age, the native may not be able to comprehend
her mentality, but there is an undercurrent of some search. In this
particular chart ketu does not own any cusps and fortunately
posited in his own star, moola. This gives the child a religious
mentality. There were problems related to mother like mother's ill
health that reflected on the native's progress and mentality.
Somehow, the child felt, that it was not the environment she
desired. She was subjected to insect bites, smallpox, chickenpox
and the like. Ketu represents guru, budha and chandra as well as
sani in this chart. Good education, happiness and also birth of
younger sisters/brothers were there. Success in basic education
and also quick thinking was there. Yet, due to sani's aspect,
suddenly she will withdraw and fall silent. She was somehow
detached and dreamy also. Though there were no external factors,
she will suddenly feel alone and depressed. Strange dreams and
fear of darkness was too much. Since ketu is in the 6th the
dwadasamsha chart, the parents were having a terrible time with
diseases and loans. To sum it all, there were no important
incidents during this period.
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Shukra Dasa: 06-09-1994 to 06-09-2014 Age: 11y6m to 31y6m:
Idolatry
This is the dasa that is going on now. Sukra is the sub lord of the
6th in the 6th itself though not in own sign. Also, sukra is the
benefic 2nd and 9th lord. Diseases related to enzymes, hormones Worship of non-living
and such body fluids are seen here. Sukra is not combust and as planets
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such there is considerable amount of wealth during this period.
The period gives familial expansion by marriage, increase of
monthly income, a job (service, so to say), religious mentality (live
and let live) though she is not much of a religious person. She is a
worldly person. Greed, jealousy, dreams, gold, pleasure and all the
associated with sukra are there. During the previous dasa, she was
a skeleton like lifeless person. She becomes a beautiful girl during
this sukra dasa. Also, she develops confidence and artistic talents.
As sukra is the 9th lord, the adverse effects like greed, jealousy
etc., are very less. Sukra is exalted in the 2nd house in the
navamsha chart which shows a good marriage. She gets a good
job. Birth of children are not seen during this dasa. Education is so
so only. The relationship with brothers/sisters is excellent. As
sukra is in the 8th in astamsha chart, there will be some
challenges to the longevity during this dasa in the form of ill health
or accidents and as the longevity is promised in the chart, no
untoward events happen. Overall, the native gauges this dasa as a
more satisfactory period. There are no problems to the parents or
from the parents to the native. The amount kept in her name will
multiply to provide good comfort to the native. These are the
results of sukra dasa.

Shukra Bhukti( 06-09-1994 to 06-01-1998 Age:11y6m to 14y10m)
Why the chart is
made for birth time? was own bhukti of the dasa lord. So, all the above results happen
in small measure during this period. Though there may not be
much material effect, she will come to know where her life is
heading. Many of the results described above will come to happen
Ever increasing
in dreams so that the ground is prepared for the days to come.
scientific temper
Surya Bhukti (06-01-1998 to 06-01-1999 Age:14y10m to 15y10m)
gave some health problems and also some idea of the profession
Are astrologers
she likes. Chandra Bhukti (06-01-1999 to 06-09-2000 Age:15y10m
assets to society?
to 17y6m) was more good period which was full of success and
Astrology, palmistry excellent development. She enjoyed the student life to the fullest
limits and she was more responsive to her parents. Mangala
and numerology
Bhukti(06-09-2000 to 06-11-2001 Age:17y6m to 18y8m) was the
period of obstacles, opposition. She had to concentrate on
Gift of speech
studies more. Since it is the conjoined period of 2nd and 7th
What is birth time? sigificators, there were accidents involving vehicles, fall from a
height (like tree) or injury from furniture. Rahu Bhukti (06-11-2001
to 05-11-2004Age: 18y8m to 21y8m) that followed caused unrest
related to profession, prestige and social standing of the person.
There were disappointments and also there was good progress in
the job. The job started with a tune of 'I deserve and want better
than this'. Guru Bhukti (05-11-2004 to 07-07-2007 Age:21y8m to
24y5m) was a period of change in job, environment and also
happiness, good education and also a possible marriage or an
attempt (longing) to get married.
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Shani Bhukti:07-07-2007 to 06-09-2010 Age:24y5m to 27y6m: This
is the period of reversals. The money element is hard to come by.
There is no expansion like marriage, job development during this
period. This period slows down the events during the bhukti and
thereby causes frustration. There is good health and good
prestige. The time is good for investments as sani is the lagna, 5th
and 11th lord. A possibility of settlement of marriage is also seen
as sani in the 5th and 7th sub lord. It is the marriage where native
is happy with the boy, though he is not as good as the native to
look at. The native displays much patience and wisdom. So far in
sukra dasa, it was only the material knowledge but now she gets to
know the philosophical point of view as sani is posited in the star,
vishakha. Such a sani will give good amount of wealth but there
are restrictions attached to it. She can not enjoy the life to the full
measure. It is just like the ATM which gives only 20,000 rupees
whereas you have 20 lakhs. She will also become sharp tongued,
which was unusual so far. She wants to be alone, makes mistakes
in public speeches and also suffers severe colic pains and head
aches. There is stability in the hobbies she has chosen i.e. she will
not drift from one to other. The native gets a good job, though it is
in service sector. 6th lord in 2nd exalted indicates good income for
the qualifications obtained. It also shows that the native is on
loans and considerable amount of monthly income will go for
clearing the loans. Also, she has tendency to purchase the things
required on credit cards and loans. The educational progress is
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below normal. There are no dangers to life and the profits, success
are slow to come by during this time.
Sani is the lagna lord in the navamsha chart who is in own sign.
This shows living alone or away from parents or main land.
Marriage during this period will not be successful as 7th lord ,the
bitter enemy is in 6-8 from sani. The job is obtained due to
influence or reference by others. It is also possible that the native
started to work in the same concern or business her father did as
seen from san in the 8th in own sign in the dasamsha chart. If the
education she is interested is related to her hobby or some higher
education like PhD or the ones where in born talents are required
like photography, she will do well. The relationship with her
brothers/sisters is so so only. There are some concern and worries
due to ill health of her younger brothers/sisters. Sani is neecha in
chaturvimshamsha chart which shows that vehicles breakdown
suddenly and also the education does not have much consistency.
As seen from shodashamsha chart, the native suffers
discontentment and is not happy the way things are going on.
Muscular cramps and cold diseases are also seen during this
period. There are good things related to parents and they are
going well. As seen from ekadasamsha, the money flow is
restricted but is comfortable. The native is not put to dire poverty
as it happens in most of the cases of sani bhukti of sukra dasa.
As of now sani is transiting in simha till 10.09.2009, which is the
10th transit form rasi. Added to this, he is in enemy sign. The
native will have professional problems during this time. Loss of
job, humiliations and also no promotions are seen during this
transit. From 11.09.2009 till the end of this bhukti sani transits in
kanya rasi, which is 11th from moon sign. This brings profits,
success and confidence to the native.
Rahu is in makara and ketu in kataka at present. The native will
have misunderstandings with her friends and also there will be
change of place during this transit. She will also become more
religious. The relationship with her father improves a lot. Yet, there
will be some worries regarding father's health. From 03.11.2009
rahu moves into dhanus and ketu into mithuna in their retrograde
motion. There will be financial fluctuations, friction with family
members during this time. She is prone to attacks by canines, cats
and insects. Also, she will have allergic reactions and food
poisoning.
Guru is transiting in own sign dhanus till 10.12.2008. This makes
her patient and gives command over her speech. The financial
front is good during this transit. From 11.12.2008 to 02.05.2009
guru transits in makara, his debilitation sign. The native will have
frictions with her friends and relatives. She becomes adamant
also. From 03.05.2009 to 30.07.2009 guru transits in kumbha rasi.
This is a favourable transit wherein guru transits over natal
position of sukra, the dasa lord. It gives her properties and
success in education. Also, she will purchase ornaments, costly
dresses and vehicles, In his retrograde motion he retraces into
makara from 31.070.2009 to 13.10.2009.Here, the results already
described under makara transit repeats. Again, he reenters
kumbha rasi from 21.12.2009 to 02.05.2010. This transit relieves
from the misunderstandings and gives all sorts of happiness.
From 03.05.2010 he transits in meena, his own sign. The native is
intelligent and her hobbies flourish well. This is a good time to
settle to take up further studies. The native will become more
religious during this time.
Budha Bhukti:06-09-2010 to 07-07-2013 Age:27y6m to 30y5m:This
period causes expansion of interest and life. She is no more
feeling alone. Her circle of friends and activities increase. She
becomes more talkative unlike in the previous bhukti. Since Budha
is the 9th sub lord, she will take up tours to religious places and
also follow various religions or cults. She worships various Gods
and there is no consistency. The native is extremely intelligent and
her hobbies flourish well. It is a good time to take up further
studies. Budha is the lagna lord and the 10th lord in the 5th house.
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As such, the native will have excellent health and the professional
growth is wonderful during this bhukti. She will also put on weight.
For small amount of work, she gets great rewards in this bhukti.
Since budha is with ketu in the rasi chart, there will be some
confusion, perversion of interests to some extent. This is not too
much to hamper the progress as the distance between ketu and
budha is considerable. There is a bleak possibility of marriage
during this bhukti as budha is the 8th lord in navamsha chart. It is
also possible that an engagement is broken off. Only the
marriages in advanced age are indicated by the 8th lord.
Promotions in the job are on the cards as seen from dasamsha
chart. Since budha is in own sign in the chaturtamsha chart, the
native will have good education and also there will be purchase of
ornaments, vehicles during this period. The period is not good for
the co-borns of the native, as seen from dreshkana chart. In
chaturvimshamsha chart budha is in the kendra and so the native
will be successful in those examinations which give promotions
and open new avenues in her profession. She is more talkative and
derives happiness by talking about her achievements. Frequent
stomach upsets and sprains in the feet and hands are also seen.
Since budha is in his own sign in ekadasamsha chart in kendra,
success during this period is assured in many areas of life. Since
the bhukti lords is in 12th from the dasa lord, the effects of the
bhukti will be more successful and dasa lord remains neutral. As
such, currency notes and religious mentality tend to be less.
Sani transits in kanya at the start of the bhukti. This is a favourable
transit in the 11th which brings good gains and success to the
native. From 17.11.2011 till the end of bhukti, he is exalted in tula
and is the beginning of seven and half years' adverse transit.
Since san is exalted here and also transits over the natal position,
it would cause only minor worries for no reason. However, the
education is good and also the native will have a good job. There
is also possibility of minor problems in lower stomach and head.
During this period, nodes transit in dhanus-mithuna, vrischikavrishabha and tula-mesha. Rahu transits in dhanus and ketu in
mithuna at the start of the bhukti. From 03.05.2011 to 14.01.2013
rahu retrogrades into vrischika and ketu into vrisbhabha. From
14.05.2013 till the end of the bhukti, rahu is in tula and ketu is in
mesha. All these transits are across moon sign . These transits
produce mental worries, lack of sleep and also some amount of
strains in relationship. The native should recite the kavacha for
rahu and ketu during the entire transit form dhanus to vrischika.
These are not horrible transits, but it drains away mental abilities
and cause lack of interest in life. Guru's transits in meena to own
sign to mesha. Guru transits in meena in own sign at the start of
the bhukti. He retrogrades to kumbha from 01.11.2010 to
07.12.2010. Guru reenters meena on 08.12.2010 and leaves meena
on 09.05.2011. From 09.05.2011 to 17.05.2012 guru transits in
mesha. From 18.05.2012 to 31.05.2013 guru is in vrishabha. From
01.06.2013 till the end of bhukti guru transits in mithuna. In the
favourable 5th, meena rasi will considerably reduce the adverse
effects of nodes and sani. When he retrogrades into kumbha it
would cause some problems to vehicles and properties. Guru's
transit in mesha (09.05.2011 to 17.05.2012) is the WORST transit
and this will produce disappointments, failures and loans to keep
due to some compulsions. The transits in vrisahbsha is good one
and it restores the natives prestige and wealth.
Ketu Bhukti: 07-07-2013 to 06-09-2014 Age: 30y 5m to31y 6m: This
is the last bhukti of sukra dasa and as such, the effects of sukra
will be receding in this bhukti. Ketu in the 4th gives confusion and
worries for unknown reasons. The native herself is not able to
reason out the causes for worries! It is the state of worries for no
reason at all. She should always be in a happy company. Most part
of this bhukti goes on uneventful and so boring to the native,
particularly so as ketu does not own any cusps at all. Worries
related to education, purchase of properties, getting married or
repair of the house are there. Since ketu is aspected by sani, there
is also stability i.e. the native is able to control her emotional
disturbances. Any problem that crops during this bhukti are not
prolonged but restricted to the bhukti itself. Since ketu is posited
in the star Moola, the native has greater spiritual or religious bent
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of mind. The material nature what we saw during the past many
years of surka dasa comes down considerably. Ketu in the 5th in
the navamsha chart implies that she will be disappointed by a
friend. Ketu in the 10th in dasamsha chart shows the frustrations
in her professional life. There are no professional problems as
such, but the monotony of work bored the native to a large extent.
Ketu in kendra in chaturthamsha chart shows some progress in
education but the end results will not be up to her expectations.
Old relatives, friends and brothers/sisters coming calling in and
that makes the native happy. Ketu in the 2nd house in direct
aspect by sukra shows that she is prone to accidents caused by
some immovable objects like wood pieces or rusted nails which
lead to septic condition later on, though the accident goes
unnoticed. She should take care to seek medical treatment even
for small cuts and wounds. As seen from shodasamsha chart, the
native is not happy during this period; she always sees the
insufficiency in everything. Ketu in the 8th in shastamsha chart
implies diseases related to contents of blood like sugar or salt.
Neither parents are happy nor make the native happy. There is
some undercurrent of misunderstanding during this bhukti. No
shanti is required as there are no serious happy environment. No
important decisions should be taken in the last six months of the
bhukti i.e. March, 2014 as the time is full of confusion.
During this bhukti, sani transits in tula, his exaltation sign during
this bhukti. Since he is exalted, the native can expect benefic
results like appreciation of investments. It should be noted that
Rahu transits in tula and ketu in mesha till 13.07.2014. Due due
affliction of sani, there will be only minimal returns on her
investments From 14.07.2014 rahu enters kanya and ketu enters
meena rasi. This has a tendency to cause friction in the office
tense moments, though the period can not be said to have
professional problems. These problems will be over as soon as
they come but it gives the native short tempered arguments. Guru
transits in mithuna at the start of the bhukti and enters kataka, his
exaltation sign on 20.06.2014. The transit in mithuna is the worst of
its kind and there will be failures in all fronts till the end of this
transit, i.e. 19.06.2014. It is better to recite beeja mantra for guru
during this transit. But guru when he enters exalted kataka form
20.06.2014, there is a total change in her life, she will be more
religious and also the problems that she faced during mithuna
transits have gone.
Surya dasa: 06-09-2014 to 05-09-2020 Age: 31y6m to37y6m: This
dasa is not as good as the previous sukra dasa. Ravi is the 12th
lord and his position in 6th indicates success in war, in profession
and wining over enemies. But, these do not come easily and the
native should have to struggle for that. That is why it is the the
period of whole some success. There will be illness related to
blood, stomach, chest muscles and also knees. There will be loans
to clear and they will be of course, cleared. The presence of 12th
lord in another bad house gives rise to vipareeta raja yoga. This is
a good yoga but the success will come only after struggles. The
health of the native's father will cause concern. Since ravi is the
sub lord of the 10th, there will be good progress in the
professional front. Change of living conditions, happiness due to
that and also good relationship with father and equal to him like
his brothers/sisters, elders, teachers and well wishers is seen.
During the previous sukra dasa in two bhuktis marriage was
indicated but it is certain to happen during ravi dasa. If she is
already married in the bhuktis of sukra dasa, then she can expect
excellent marriage happiness and birth of children during this
dasa. In the navamsha chart, ravi is in the 7th house in own sign. A
long distance transfer is seen as ravi is in the 12th in dasamsha
chart being the 3rd lord. Since ravi is the 5th lord in saptamsha
chart, the birth of children are seen. The marriage is certain in ravi
dasa as there is delay caused by sani being in the 2nd house.
There is no education or improvement of knowledge seen during
this dasa. One of the brothers/sisters will come to the native for
considerable amount of stay on health reasons. During ravi dasa,
the bhukti of kuja (25-06-2015 to 31-10-2015) may cause
inflammation of a wound in the legs and hospitalisation. Despite
all the struggles, tensions of life, the native is satisfied with her
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achievements and is contented. The native should take care of low
blood pressure. The relationship with with parents, particularly
with father is strained a bit. The amount kept in the name of
children will flourish well as ravi is exalted in ekadasamsha chart.
Budha bhukti (25-06-2018 to 01-05-2019) causes professional and
health problems to the native. It is better to do shanti for ravi and
kuja in kuja bhukti and for ravi and budha in budha bhukti.
During this dasa, sani transits through tula, vrischika, dhanus and
makara. Though tula is the 12th from rasi, there are no side effects
during this transit. The transit in vrischika is on the moon sign and
this will cause strains in relationship with brothers and sisters and
also strains due to over investments in properties. Guru transits
through kataka to dhanus. Except for the transit in tula, the other
transits are good. Rahu and ketu retrograde from kanya to mithuna
and meena to dhanus. The transit of rahu in simha causes severe
professional frustrations and also false accusation in the office.
Shanti must be done during the transit of rahu in simha. Rahu's
transit in kataka causes health problems to the father of the native.
The transit of rahu in mithuna predisposes the native to cuts and
wounds. During the transit of rahu in mithuna, shanti for rahu
should be done.
Chandra Dasa: 05-09-2020 to 06-09-2030 Age: 37y6m to47y6m:
Happy events, a jolly good mood, purchase of properties and
vehicles are seen during this dasa. For any ventures, easy success
is received and also quickly. There will be an influx of monthly
income. Yet, all these will be quick to come and quick to go! It is
possible at the end of the bhukti, she would be back to the same
position as she was at the start of the dasa, if she is carried away.
It is wise to same some amount when it rains. The native will be
having good income and also as chandra is the 12th lord, there will
be selling of some property to acquire another one. Or selling of
the old property as the native has acquired a new one. The sale is
not due to economic reason. Relationship with husband is good.
There are no bitter feelings in the office as it was in the previous
dasa. The native enjoys her professional life to the full. She gets
good recognition and the work load is less. There will be some
problems related to the education regarding the first child. This
dasa is not likely to give birth to children. The native is fond of
increasing her bank balance and is unwilling to spend on
purchases of ornaments or vehicles. She prefers bulk purchase of
dress material in reduction sale! This way her stylish mind and
financial instinct can be satisfied. There are good events related to
her brothers/sisters during this dasa. There are no serious health
problems, wounds, injuries or accidents during this dasa. The
native is very much religious and contented. She is subjected to
frequent stomach upsets and pain in the feet. There is a sense of
winning and contentment during this dasa. During rahu bhukti (0502-2022 to 07-08-2023), there will be some tension in the office. No
shanti is required to chandra or any bhukti lords at all.
During this dasa spread over ten years, sani transits from makara
to vrishabha. The transit in makara and kumbha which are 3rd and
4th help the native to purchase properties. Meena transit causes
minor misunderstandings with her children. The transit in in
mesha which is in the debilitation sign in the 6th would cause
some friction in the office. The native is prone to fracture of jaw
bones lower back bone. She may have frequent headaches also.
As the position in the 6th is a good transits, it would not cause
severe problems. It is better to recite beeja mantras for sani during
this transit. Guru transits through dhanus to tula. The transit of
guru in makara causes some health problems to the
brothers/sisters of the native and transit in mesha causes some
minor health problems to the native. The transit in mithuna halts
the progress in life. During this period, it is good to donate food
(rice and wheat) to poor people. Rest of the transit of guru are
good. Rahu transits from mithuna to vrischika in anti clock
fashion. ketu transits in the sign opposite to rahu (always). When
rahu is transiting in mithuna, the native is prone to minor wounds
and cuts. Shanti for rahu must be done during the transit of
mithuna. When rahu transits in kumbha, the native will acquire the
properties early.
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Mangala Dasa: 06-09-2030 to 06-09-2037 Age: 47y6m to 54y6m:
Unlike the previous chandra dasa, this is the period of activities,
turbulence. The relationship with brothers/sisters and friends
improves. The native is more courageous, adamant and also
quarrelsome. There would be some marriage related problems. Ill
health and accidents are common. Though there is no danger to
life, there will be element of suffering. Since it is the periods of 8th
lord, shanti for kuja must be done frequently, i.e. once in a year.
Husband's as well as second child's health also causes concern.
In this dasa, bhukti of sani (26-01-2033 to 07-03-2034 ) is the worst
period and shanti for kuja and sani has to be done during this
bhukti. This bhukti has all the potency to damage the marital life of
the native. The domestic problems adverse effect the profession
and also financial condition as well as her health. It should also be
noted that kuja is the 4th lord in the 7th house. This shows that the
native will acquire some properties (mostly land properties, lawns,
shares in agricultural or fertilizer ventures. It should be viewed
carefully, as acquiring properties in husband's name is quite
common in India which means the husband will impress upon /
enforce the wife to shell off her money! But in a society like US, it
is viewed with suspicion. In case the relationship with the husband
is bad (which would normally be) but beyond manageable limits,
then restraints are required. It is also possible that Indians remain
so for ever and do not mind giving her property (ancestral or
earned) to the husband so that he can put a house or a shop there!
Under any circumstances, the native should not start any business
- on own or with partnership during this dasa. During this period
there will be good promotions in the profession which can be said
to be the highest possible. The relationship with brothers / sisters
and friends is excellent. There are good lot of activities in the
professional front which build up tensions. In saptamsha chart,
kuja is the lagna lord in the 4th neecha which means the progress
of children is good but there are also some element of strained
relationship. She may take to some physical activities as hobby.
Monthly income or help in day to day needs are seen from
brothers/sisters and friends. At times the native will think of
quitting the profession as 8th lord in the astamsha chart is in the
10th house. Despite tensions, anxieties and rifts in familial life, the
native derives much satisfaction of life. She enjoys the activities
but also there are side effects that have effect of her personal life
and health. It is better to do some kind of meditation and peruse a
hobby that takes off the tensions of life.
Rahu Dasa: 06-09-2037 to 06-09-2055 Age: 54y6m to72y6m:
Professional dissatisfaction and also taking to electronic media
like blogs, cams or ham radio as hobbies are seen during this
dasa. She is prone to accidents involving machines, electricity
which are serious ones make attending the office painful. Every
day of this rahu dasa, till her natural retirement, she thinks of
quitting the job. The native can not completely quite the job as
budha aspects him. As rahu is in his own star, there will not be any
serious accidents at all. But rahu dasa is full of ebbs and tides.
Whenever there are good things also, the native is not happy. It
may be recalled that she had ketu dasa in her early childhood and
it was a dull period. Similarly, rahu dasa is also a dull period but it
also caused short tempered arguments and arrogant behaviour.
Rahu being 8th lord could have ended life in any other chart but
not so in this particular case as he is in own star, aspected by sign
lord. The relationship with children is good but the native objects
to all the things the good children do! The native is bent upon
making her life and well as her close people hell by causing
misunderstanding. She should Daily she should recite the beeja
mantra for rahu. it is better to do shanti for rahu once in a year.
The bhukti of budha (18-08-2045 to 07-03-2048) and guru (19-052040 to 12-10-2042) are the worst periods in this dasa. Shanti for
rahu and respective bhukti lords must be done during this time, as
these periods cause health problems.
Guru Dasa: 06-09-2055 to 06-09-2071 Age: 72y6m to 88y6m: In
the previous dasa, there was some mental irritation and the nature
was to find fault with one and all. The life particularly towards end
of rahu dasa became a burden to all! But suddenly at the dawn of
guru dasa, the character of the native will take a change for good.
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She is understanding, cooperative, devotional and courageous.
She is happy to live with one and all. Happy days have returned in
the family. The husband is responsible for this change. He is the
star lord over 2nd house, 6th and 10th house. The native has still
some arrogant behaviour left behind. Ill health, expansion of family
by marriage of children and birth of grand children. The native is
regarded as a respectable old person and is not treated with
bitterness and resentment as it was in the previous dasa of rahu.
Shani Dasa: 06-09-2071 to 05-09-2090 Age: 88y6m to 107y6m:
This dasa is not fully experienced. And also no important
incidents are seen during this period, other than ill health,
expansion of family and religiousness.
HARIHI OM
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